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THE ADJOINT OF A DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR
WITH INTEGRAL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

ALLAN M. KRALL

In [l] a second-order differential operator was defined on those

functions in P2(0, co) satisfying an integral-point type of boundary

condition. An analysis of its spectrum and two "eigenfunction" ex-

pansions follows. Left unanswered was the problem of finding the

adjoint operator and explaining where the nonhomogeneous expan-

sion came from. We now derive the adjoint operator, classify its

spectrum and show that the nonhomogeneous expansion is, in fact,

the eigenfunction expansion associated with the adjoint operator. It

is interesting to see that the adjoint operator is a combination of a

differential operator and a one-dimensional vector in P2(0, co).

1. The operator P. We consider a differential expression of the

form ly= —y"+qix)y, 0^x< oo, where qix) is an arbitrary measura-

ble complex function satisfying /0°° | qix) \ dx<<*>.

We denote by D0 those functions/defined on [0, co) and satisfying

1. /isinP2(0, co),

2. /' exists and is absolutely continuous on every finite subinterval

of [0,  co),

3. Z/isinP2(0, co).

Let P(x) be an arbitrary complex-valued function on P2(0,  co),
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and let a and ß be complex numbers with \a\ 2+|j3| 2^0. We denote

by D those functions / satisfying

1. / is in Do,

2. J?K(x)f(x) dx-ßf(0)+af(0)=0.
We define the operator L by Lf=lf lor all / in D. It was shown in

[l] that D is dense in L2(0, co) and that L is a closed operator.

It was further shown that there exist solutions yi(x, s) and y2(x, s)

of (/—X)y = 0, where 5 =Xm such that 0 g arg s g rr with the properties

yi(x, s) = e*"(l + o(\)), yi (x, s) = e*»(« + o(l)),

y2(x, i) = <r**(l + o(l)),      y2' (x, i) = «-<"(-« + o(l))

as x—»oo for all s,¿0.

The eigenvalues of L are given by X = s2 when s is a zero in the

upper half s-plane of

/» 00

N(s) =   I    i?(x)y!(x, i) ¿a; - ßyi(o, s) + ayí (o, s).
Jo

If fô I K(x) I dx < oo and a^O, the eigenvalues are bounded, at most

countable in number, and accumulate only on the positive semi-axis

XïïO. If N(s) is never zero for all reals, then the eigenvalues are finite

in number.

It was shown that except for the positive semi-axis X^O the re-

mainder of the X plane determines the resolvent set of L and that the

positive semi-axis X^O constitutes continuous spectrum unless both

N(s) and N( — s) vanish simultaneously. In that event it is possible

for L to have residual spectrum on the positive semi-axis X^O.

Let

«0, s) = - —   ?*(*, s) J    K(z)yi(z, s) dz

+ yi(x, s) J   K(z)y2(z, s) dz + (ayi (o, s) - ßy2(o, s))yi(x, s)   .

Fi(X,x,Ö= -u(^s)yi(x,s)/N(s)

Let

and let

^(X,*,f) =

1
- — ytâ, s)yiix, *)   f°r S > *»

2is

- — y*(t> s)y¿x>s) for f < *•
Its
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Then the Green's function for L is given by

F(X, x, 8 = Fi(X, x, Q + F2(X, x, £).

The resolvent for P is the bounded integral operator with F(X, x, £)

as its Kernel.

2. The adjoint operator L*. We resort to a series of lemmas to

find P*.

Lemma 2.1. Iffisin D0, then limit x^xfix) =0 aw¿ limitI<00f (x) =0.

See [l, Lemma 4.1].

Lemma 2.2. If g is in the domain of L* then f is in Do, f(£)
=/oM F(X, x, Ö ([(P*-X)g(x)])- d*.

If X is not in the spectrum of Lt we have

f*  CO

'(*) - I    Vft» *i 0(¿ - *)/(€) #   for all/in A
J o

If g is in the domain of L*, then

C[(l - x)/(ö]g(ö d« = ([L - x]/, g) = a [¿* - Xk)
Jo

= f" f"7(x,*,ö[(L-x)/({)]([(J:*-A)«(*)])-^*
J 0    •' 0

- J"[(L - X)/(Ö] ( £°V(X, *, £)([(£* - Â)g(x)])- á*)¿£.

Since (P—X)/ may be arbitrary in P2(0, oo) the integral follows. The

differentiation is easily verified.

Lemma 2.3. If g is in the domain of L*, then

(L*g(m- = m) + (j^-r) ( f\[L* - %-]gix)-yi(x, s) dx^K®,

(g(0))- = - (^) ( f'[(L* - %]g(x))-yiix, s) dxy,

(g'(0))- = - (_L)( J^[(¿* - l]g(x)-yi(x, s) dxy.

These statements are easily verified by differentiation of the for-

mula in Lemma 2.2. By eliminating the expressions in parentheses we

are led to
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Theorem 2.4. If g is in the domain of L*, then

L*g = ïg - u0K,       ßg(0) - äg'(0) = 0,

where ßo = g(0)/ä or p-g = g'(0)/ß or both depending on which is defined.

We denote by E those functions / defined on (0, oo) and satisfying

1. / is in Do,

2. ßf(0)-af(0)=0,
3. //isinL2(0, oo ).

We define the operator Af by Mg = lg — p.aK for all g in E. We have

shown so far that L*QM.

Theorem 2.5. L* = M.

If jED and gEË, then

(/, Mg) =  i"f(x)[l(g(x))- - flgK(x)] dx
•I o

= [/'(*)(g(*))- - /(*)U(x))-\S + f "[*/(*)] («(*))- dx
Ja

K(x)f(x) dx.
o

Since the expression in the brackets vanishes at oo by Lemma 2.1, if

tfAfg)=  f°[lf(x)](g(x))-dx
J o

- ^-[ /"*(*)/(*) dx - ßf(0) + qT(0)]

= (Lf, g) with a similar result if a = 0.

Thus MÇ.L* and L*g = Ig — uaK for all g in Ë.

3. The spectrum of L*. The spectrum of L is known. The prob-

lem, then, is to determine the spectrum of L* from that of L.

Theorem 3.1. Let H be an arbitrary Hilbert Space, T a linear oper-

ator on H with adjoint T*. Then

1. 7/ X is in the residual spectrum of T, X is in the point spectrum

ofT*.
2. 7/X is in the point spectrum of T, X is in the point or residual spec-

trum of T*.
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3. 7/X is in the continuous spectrum of T, X is in the continuous spec-

trum of T*.

4. If X is in the resolvent set of T, X is in the resolvent set of T*.

For a proof of 1 or 2 see Stone [2, p. 143].

If X is in the resolvent set of T, then [T—X]-1 exists as a bounded

operator. Thus ([T—X]-1)* exists and is bounded [2, Theorem 2.29,

p. 64]. Since * and -1 can be interchanged [2, Theorem 2.7, p. 43],

[T* — X]_1 exists and is bounded and X is in the resolvent set of T*.

If X is in the continuous spectrum of T and X is in the point spec-

trum of T*, then 2 gives a contradiction. If X is in the residual spec-

trum of F*, then 1 gives a contradiction. If X is in the resolvent set

of T*, then 4 gives a contradiction. Thus X is in the continuous spec-

trum of T*.

It is easy to verify that if X is not on the positive semi-axis X^O

and N(s) =0, that ü(x, s) is an eigenfunction of L* with eigenvalue

X. Thus Theorem 3.1 leads us to the following

Theorem 3.2. The spectrum of L* consists of

1. Eigenvalues X with eigenfunctions ü(x, s) whenever N(s)=0 and

X = s2 is not on the positive semi-axis X 2; 0.

2. Continuous spectrum on the positive semi-axis X^O unless path

N(s) and N(—s) vanish together in which case X is possibly in the point

spectrum.

3. The residual spectrum of L* is empty.

Remark. It is evident that the Green's function for L* is F(X, £, x)

and that the nonhomogeneous expansion derived from F in [l ] is the

L* eigenfunction expansion.
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